**SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers**

**A222 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Giblin, Thomas P.+35], Library Constr. Bond Act**

**A555 [Pinkin, Nancy J./Diegnan, Patrick J.], Protestant Episcopal Church-incorp.**

**A1458 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Mosquera, Gabriela M.+8], Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents**

**A1661 [Schaer, Gary S./Danielsen, Joe-2], Med. parole for inmates-expands elig.**

**A1690 [Dancer, Ronald S./Singleton, Troy+5], Fire dist. election-move to November**

**A2441 [Eustace, TIm/Gusiora, Reed-1], Unclaimed Property Admin-verify govt debt**

**A2511 [Eustace, Tim+2], Life insur.-concerns**

**A3381 [McKnight, Angela V./Holley, James C.+2], Mun. vol. snow removal prog.-estab.**

**A3433 [Greenwald, Louis D./Jones, Patricia Egan+1], Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets**

**A3492 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Mosquera, Gabriela M.+14], Family planning svc.s...74.535M**

**A3532 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Caputo, Ralph R.+1], Fantasy sports activities-reg.**

**A3896 [Sumter, Shavonda E./Mukherji, Raj+1], Tires, cert.-concerns sale**

**A3908 [Mazzeo, Vincent/DeAngelo, Wayne P.+6], 911 Memorial Registry-estab.**

**A4317 [Pietro, Vincent/Giblin, Thomas P.+1], Occup. lic. law-violcons viol.**

**A4532 [Burzichelli, John J./Taliaferro, Adam J.], Non-operating sch. dist.-concerns cert.**

**A4453 [Downey, Joan/Houghtaling, Eric], Pub. resides cert fed-prop req enroll**

**A4496 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Sumter, Shavonda E.+2], Healthy Small Food Retailer Act**

**A4568 [Vainieri Huttle, Valerie/Eustace, Tim-5], Gender id-proph. health insur. discrim.**

**A4673 [Houghtaling, Eric/Downey, Joan+1], Billsg., material depreciation-concerns**

**A4713 [Burzichelli, John J./Pietro, Vincent+4], Caren Franzini-desig NJEDA bldg in mem**

**A4875 [Muio, Elizabeth Maher/Gusiora, Reed+1], Gubernatorial candidate's stmt.-post**

**A4895 [Egan, Joseph V./Sumter, Shavonda E.+1], Interns, emp. by hosp.-elim. Ul exempt**

**A4969 [Oliver, Sheila Y./Giblin, Thomas P.+1], Montclair St. Univ.-pub. research univ.**

**A4994 [McKeon, John F./Burzichelli, John J.+1], Govt. emp fed tax access info online check**

**AJR37 [Mosquera, Gabriela M./Chaparro, Annette-3], ASK Day-desig. June 21 each yr.**

**AJR54 [Benson, Daniel R./Mosquera, Gabriela M.+3], World Autism Awareness Day-desig April 2**

**S4 [Vitale, Joseph F., Health svc. corp.-concerns**

**S18 [Sarlo, Paul A./Toole, Kevin J.], St budget FY2017-2018-SIS$34.6B, Fed$15.8B**

**S278 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Ambulatory care fac.-concerns lic.**

**S660 [Turner, Shirley K./Beach, James], Fire dist. elections-concerns**

**S956 [Gordon, Robert B./Batemann, Christopher-3], Mun. consolidation-special emerg. prov**

**S1285 [Vitale, Joseph F./Weinberg, Loretta-1], Out-of-network Consumer Prot, Acct. Act**

**S1315 [Vitale, Joseph F./Giblin, Thomas P.+7], Physical therapy-observe statutes**

**S1847 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Barnes, Peter J.], Protestant Episcopal Church-incorp.**

**S1913 [Addiego, Dawn Marie/Greenstein, Linda R.+6], Personal Info. and Privacy Prot. Act**

**S1927 [Whelan, Jim/Stack, Brian P.], Fantasy sports activities-reg.**

**S1996 [Beach, James/Van Drew, Jeff], Gubernatorial candidate's stmt.-post**

**S2171 [Bateman, Christopher/Greenstein, Linda R.+16], Library Constr. Bond Act**

**S2211 [Turner, Shirley K.], Life insur.-concerns**

**S2349 [Vitale, Joseph F./Ruiz, M. Teresa], Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents**

**S2485 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Turner, Shirley K.], Computer science-sch. dist. offer course**

**S2512 [Madden, Fred H./Beach, James+2], Emp. leasing agreements-concerns**

**S2527 [Diegnan, Patrick J.], Uniform Fiduciary Access Digital Assets**

**S2790 [Scutari, Nicholas P./Turner, Shirley K.], Tires, cert.-concerns sale**

---

**THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 2017 (continued)**

**SENATE SESSION (continued)**

**S2804 [Gordon, Robert M./Stack, Brian P.+2], First-time Home Buyer Savings Acct. Prog.**

**S2810 [Vitale, Joseph F./Addiego, Dawn Marie], Quinn Wilson's law-stillbirth, tax. cred.**

**S2841 [Cunningham, Sandra B.], Grow NJ Asst Prog.-allows certain**

**S2881 [Ruiz, M. Teresa], Pupils, resides cert fed-prop req enroll**

**S2910 [Gordon, Robert M./Turner, Shirley K.], Unclaimed Property Admin-verify govt debt**

**S2929 [Diegnan, Patrick J.], Jury svc.-concerns comp.**

**S2977 [Lesniak, Raymond J.], Healthy Small Food Retailer Act**

**S3017 [Vitale, Joseph F./Ruiz, M. Teresa+2], Gender id-proph. health insur. discrim.**

**S3021 [Whelan, Jim/Keane, Thomas H.+1], 911 Memorial Registry-estab.**

**S3056 [Cunningham, Sandra B.], Interns, emp. by hosp.-elim. Ul exempt**

**S3095 [Van Drew, Jeff+1], Bidgs., material depreciation-concerns**

**S3122 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], $2-1 phone sys.-prox. info. to tenants**

**S3217 [Cunningham, Sandra B.], Med. parole for inmates-explends elig.**

**S3225 [Kylliols, Joseph M./Oroho, Steven V.+1], Caren Franzini-desig NJEDA bldg in mem**

**S3281 [Gill, Nia H./Cunningham, Sandra B.+9], Montclair St. Univ.-pub. research univ.**

**S3306 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Emp. discrimination-proh.**

**S3312 [Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Exp. 변경 records-revise procedures**

**S3508 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Sweeney, Stephen M.+1], Juv. expunge-decrease waiting period**

**S3311 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Mun.-modify incentive prog.**

**S3312 [Sarlo, Paul A./Bucco, Anthony R.+1], Lottery Enterprise Contrib. Act**

**S3314 [Sarlo, Paul A./Oroho, Steven V.], Govt. emp fed tax access info-crime check**

**S3327 [Sarlo, Paul A.], FY2017 St. appropr. act-amends language**

**S3328 [Sarlo, Paul A.], Surplus Lines Insur Guaranty Fd-proh.**

**S3329 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Fingerprint crim history-incr. fee**

**S3330 [Sarlo, Paul A.], Forensic DNA Lab. Fd.-mv surcharge dfd.**

**S3337 [Sarlo, Paul A./Scutari, Nicholas P.], Will-concerns powers of appt.**

**SJR23 [Vitale, Joseph F./Oroho, Steven V.+1], First responder, vol-study stabilization**

**SJR38 [Turner, Shirley K./Rice, Ronald L.+2], St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab.**

**SR87 [Weinberg, Loretta], ASK Day-desig. June 21 each yr.**

**SR104 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], World Autism Awareness Day-desig April 2**

**SR98 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Oroho, Steven V.+1], Impact aid pymts, increase-urges fed**

---

*Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting 11:00 AM Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ Chair: Sen. Sarlo, Paul A.*

**A222 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Giblin, Thomas P.+], Library Constr. Bond Act**

**A2717 [Bateman, Christopher/Greenstein, Linda R.], Library Constr. Bond Act**

**A2305 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Greenstein, Linda R.], Solid & haz. waste-concerns regulation**

*PENDING REFERRAL:*

**S1045 [Weinberg, Loretta/Pennacchio, Joseph], Pub body meetings-changes law addressing**

**S1046 [Weinberg, Loretta/Pennacchio, Joseph], OPRA-makes cert. access changes**

**S2841 [Cunningham, Sandra B.], Grow NJ Asst Prog.-allows certain**
THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 2017 (continued)

***Senate Judiciary Meeting 11:00 AM
Committee Room 6, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Scutari, Nicholas P.

Considered:

- to be a member of the Kean University Board of Trustees: Thomas J. Bistocchi, Ed.D. of Ocean Township to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Eugene Enowl, Esq. of Chester Township to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Lake Hopatcong Commission: H. Ronald Smith of Jefferson Township to replace the Honorable Russell Felter, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Monmouth County Board of Taxation: Renee A. Luttrell of Holmdel to replace the Honorable Thomas J. Byrne, Ill, for the term prescribed by law.
- Stephen G. Massell of Red Bank to replace Kathleen Cody Bjelka, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Council on Developmental Disabilities: Safiyah A. Muhammad of East Orange to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Myrta Rosa of Elizabeth to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Gary Rubin of Elizabeth to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Interviewed:

- to be a Judge of the Superior Court: Mark K. Chase of Cherry Hill for the term prescribed by law.
- Marc C. Lemeijer of Belmar for the term prescribed by law.
- John P. McDonald of Watchung for the term prescribed by law.
- Michael R. Ostrowski, Jr of Vineland for the term prescribed by law.

to be a Workers' Compensation Judge:

- Glenn Kaplan of Randolph for the term prescribed by law.
- Dorothy Gayle Loftis of Washington Township for the term prescribed by law.
- James E. Robertson of Margate for the term prescribed by law.

Honorable Marjorie T. Simon of Edgewater to replace the Honorable Lawrence Weiss, deceased, for the term prescribed by law.

Trudy M. Steinhardt of Phillipsburg to replace Yolette Ross, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

to be an Administrative Law Judge:

- Elaine B. Frick of Egg Harbor City for the term prescribed by law.
- Judith L. Lieberman of Jackson for the term prescribed by law.

Robert Riccardella of Wood-Ridge to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

- Robert Balicki of Millville to replace the Honorable Harold Wirths, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- Charlie Jones of Kenilworth for the term prescribed by law.
- Robert Riccardella of Wood-Ridge to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Trudy M. Steinhardt of Phillipsburg to replace Yolette Ross, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

*ASSEMBLY SESSION 12:00 PM Assembly Chambers

Voting Session:

- A332 [Pintor Marin, Eliana/Lagana, Joseph A.], Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
- A372 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Diegnan, Patrick J.+2], Animal cruelty viol. -recover costs
- A936 [Wolfe, David W./McGuckin, Gregory P.+9], Peggy’s Law-suspected elderly abuse
- A1139 [Holley, Jamal C./McKnight, Angela V.+3], Child support suppl. mattress, unsafe-proh.
- A2419 [Eustace, Tim/Pintor Marin, Eliana+3], Alco bev: prop-concerns sale
- A2439 [Wisniewski, John S./Pinker, Nancy J.+1], Move over law
- A3056 [Taliaferro, Adam J./Dancer, Ronald S.+18], Food Bank Good Samaritan Act
- A3152 [Andrzejczak, Bob/McGuckin, Gregory P.+4], Domestic companion animals care req.
- A3396 [Schaer, Gary S./Vainieri Hultie, Valerie+7], Devel. disab. individuals-concerns
- A3403 [Dancer, Ronald S./Taliafero, Adam J.+2], Bumble Bee-desig NJ State Native Pollinator
- A3492 [Mazzero, Vincent/Mosquera, Gabriela M.+14], Family planning svc.s:$7.453M
- A3701 [Eustace, Tim/Munoz, Nancy F.], Respiratory Care Practitioner Act-amends
- A3887 [Schae, Gary S./Jassey, Mila M.], Mortgage foreclosure concerns-filing
- A4007 [Houghtaling, Eric/Downey, Joann], Prop. Taxpayer Bill of Rights-promulgate
- A4088 [Schae, Gary S./Jassey, Mila M.+14], High Sch. to Coll. Readiness Comm.-estab.
- A4406 [Benson, Daniel R./Vainieri Hultie, Valerie], Homeless families-prov. emerg. assit.
- A4432 [Schaer, Gary S./Lampitt, Pamela R.], Grow NJ Assistance Prog.-allows certain
- A4470 [Schaer, Gary S./Vainieri Hultie, Valerie+1], Behavioral Health Svcs. Task Force-estab.
- A4482 [Kennedy, James J./DeAngelo, Wayne P.+6], Svc contracts, cert-allows cancellation
- A4537 [Quijano, Annette/DeCroce, BettyLou], Veteran’s prop. tax deduct-extends elig.